Getting “fumpered”: Classifying objects by what has been done to them
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Every object acquires its shape from some kind of generative process, such as manufacture, biological growth, or self-organization, in response to external forces. Inferring such generative processes from an observed shape is computationally challenging because a given process can lead to radically different shapes, and similar shapes can result from different generative processes. Here, we suggest that in some cases, generative processes endow objects with distinctive statistical features that observers can use to classify objects according to what has been done to them. We found that from the very first trials in an eight-alternative forced-choice classification task, observers were extremely good at classifying unfamiliar objects by the transformations that had shaped them. Further experiments show that the shape features underlying this ability are distinct from Euclidean shape similarity and that observers can separate and voluntarily respond to both aspects of objects. Our findings suggest that perceptual organization processes allow us to identify salient statistical shape features that are diagnostic of generative processes. By so doing, we can classify objects we have never seen before according to the processes that shaped them.

Introduction

Every object in our environment has been created or altered by some generative process, such as manufacture, biological growth, or self-organization—a leaf has grown, a dune shaped by wind, a tool cast from iron. Although the notion that we can visually infer these generative processes is longstanding (Arnheim, 1974; Leyton, 1989), it has received relatively little scientific attention (Chen & Scholl, 2016; Pinna, 2010; Pinna & Deiana, 2015; Schmidt & Fleming, 2016; Schmidt & Fleming, 2018; Spröte & Fleming, 2013; Spröte, Schmidt, & Fleming, 2016). Identifying exactly what has been done to an object in its past just from its observed shape is far from trivial. For example, it is practically impossible to infer the exact forces and processes responsible for creating the shape of a crumpled ball of paper. Even in less complex cases, it is computationally challenging to separate features based on their cause because features with different causal origins may be superimposed and distributed across the object. Indeed, a given process can yield very different results when applied to different initial objects, and conversely, two objects that have been subjected to very different transformations may yet retain similar overall shapes.

Despite these challenges, there is potentially a close link between the causal history of objects and their classification. A particular causal history (e.g., “twisting”) can produce similar shape features in different objects (e.g., spiralling features). Here, we suggest that even when we cannot infer the exact causal history of an object, we may still be able to classify them based on the distinctive features that result from the processes. By identifying tell-tale “texture-like” statistical regularities in the shape of novel objects, we can group together objects that have a different overall shape but have been created or affected by similar causal processes.

Consider the object in Figure 1E, whose limbs have been subjected to distinct generative processes. It is subjectively relatively easy to identify the different regions based on their statistical surface properties. Although the notion that we can visually infer these generative processes is long-standing (Arnheim, 1974; Leyton, 1989), it has received relatively little scientific attention (Chen & Scholl, 2016; Pinna, 2010; Pinna & Deiana, 2015; Schmidt & Fleming, 2016; Schmidt & Fleming, 2018; Spröte & Fleming, 2013; Spröte, Schmidt, & Fleming, 2016). Identifying exactly what has been done to an object in its past just from its observed shape is far from trivial. For example, it is practically impossible to infer the exact forces and processes responsible for creating the shape of a crumpled ball of paper. Even in less complex cases, it is computationally challenging to separate features based on their cause because features with different causal origins may be superimposed and distributed across the object. Indeed, a given process can yield very different results when applied to different initial objects, and conversely, two objects that have been subjected to very different transformations may yet retain similar overall shapes.

Despite these challenges, there is potentially a close link between the causal history of objects and their classification. A particular causal history (e.g., “twisting”) can produce similar shape features in different objects (e.g., spiralling features). Here, we suggest that even when we cannot infer the exact causal history of an object, we may still be able to classify them based on the distinctive features that result from the processes. By identifying tell-tale “texture-like” statistical regularities in the shape of novel objects, we can group together objects that have a different overall shape but have been created or affected by similar causal processes.

Consider the object in Figure 1E, whose limbs have been subjected to distinct generative processes. It is subjectively relatively easy to identify the different regions based on their statistical surface properties. This suggests that mid-level shape properties (i.e., the complex relationships between local geometrical properties) could provide the basis for categorization of novel objects, even if we cannot infer a full generative model for the object.

Here, we test whether observers can generalize from such statistical regularities by asking them to group novel objects affected by a set of unfamiliar transfor-
motions. If they are able to group objects based on the transformations, this would suggest that they access a representational space containing the relevant telltale features for this classification. We suggest that learning to categorize familiar objects establishes a feature space that provides the basis for similarity judgments and categorization of novel objects (for related accounts, see DiCarlo & Cox, 2007; Edelman & Intrator, 1997; Jozwik, Kriegeskorte, & Mur, 2016). Thus, because the feature space has been acquired before the actual experiment, observers should be able to make correct decisions from the first experimental trial on.

A number of previous studies explained classification and learning in terms of generative processes (Feldman, 1992; Feldman, 1997; Kemp, Bernstein, & Tenenbaum, 2005; Lake, Salakhutdinov, & Tenenbaum, 2015; in the domain of semantic knowledge: Jern & Kemp, 2013; Kemp & Jern, 2009; Lake, Salakhutdinov, & Tenenbaum, 2013; Xu & Tenenbaum, 2007). This work tended to focus on identifying models underlying the categorization of abstract stimuli, such as (alphabetical) characters or colored strings produced by grammar-like rules. However, natural objects result from a manifold of physical, chemical, and biological processes that can leave richly structured signatures in object shape that may not necessitate deeper inferences about the (unobservable) underlying generative processes. Indeed, we suggest that in many cases, we can classify complex novel objects using discriminative processes, based on a previously acquired shape representation space for mid-level shape features—without relying on inferences about the generative process.

To test this hypothesis, we subjected objects to various artificial transformations that introduce complex features into the shape. We used these stimuli to test whether observers could classify objects into groups based on generative processes and whether the responses are based on mid-level representations (i.e., perceptual organization of complex local shape features) rather than Euclidean shape similarity. Specifically, in the first experiment, we test the general question of whether participants can classify unfamiliar objects according to the transformations that have been applied to them. In the second experiment, we test the extent to which such classifications are based on statistical object features rather than Euclidean shape similarity. In the third experiment, we test the extent to which observers can voluntarily distinguish between—and base their classifications on—statistical features associated with transformations, rather than Euclidean shape similarity. Together, these experiments allow us to test whether participants can classify novel objects based on the generative processes that produced them and whether they use the texture-like statistical features that are the hallmarks of the transformations to do so. Note that it does not necessarily follow from good performance in our tasks that participants explicitly infer the causal history of the objects (Schmidt & Fleming, 2018). However, good performance would suggest that generative
processes lead to characteristic features that observers can use as the basis of classification judgments.

**Experiment 1 (three-dimensional shapes)**

**Materials and methods**

**Participants**

Eight students from Giessen University, with normal or corrected vision, participated in the experiment for financial compensation. All participants gave informed consent, were debriefed after the experiment, and were treated according to the ethical guidelines of the American Psychological Association. All procedures were approved by the local ethics board and were carried out in accordance with the Code of Ethics of the World Medical Association (Declaration of Helsinki). Sample size was chosen based on previous studies; to ensure our findings were not skewed by sample size, we report the Bayes factor for all of our statistical tests (Rouder, Speckman, Sun, Morey, & Iverson, 2009).

**Stimuli**

Eight base objects were handcrafted with Blender 2.76 (Stichting Blender Foundation, Amsterdam, the Netherlands), and each was transformed with eight distinct procedures using Blender sculpting tools, yielding a total of 64 objects. Objects were rendered in Blender (for examples, see Figure 2A; all stimuli can be obtained from https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.2540802). Factors such as angular size, viewpoint, and illumination were roughly constant for all stimuli to reduce noise from processes not relevant for our research question (e.g., shape from shading, mental rotation). Eight objects (all based on the same base object) were used as match stimuli (i.e., the target categories) and the other 56 objects as test stimuli.

**Procedure**

Stimuli were presented on a black background on a Dell U2412M monitor at a resolution of 1,920 × 1,200 pixels, controlled by MATLAB (MathWorks, Natick, MA) using the Psychophysics Toolbox extension (Kleiner, Brainard, & Pelli, 2007). On each trial, participants were presented simultaneously with one central test stimulus and the eight surrounding match stimuli (Figure 2A). The match stimuli were all created from the same base object and were constant across trials. Participants were then asked to choose by a mouse click which match appeared to be subjected to the same transformation as the test stimulus (eight-alternative forced choice [8-AFC] task). Stimuli were presented until response. No feedback was given. Each participant responded to all combinations of test and comparison stimuli with four repetitions (56 × 4 trials). The order of trials and the assignment of match stimuli to the eight locations around the test stimulus were randomized for each participant.

**Analysis**

We report binomial tests plus the Scaled JZS Bayes factor (BF10), using a Jeffrey-Zellner-Siow Prior (Cauchy distribution on effect size) with a default scale factor of 0.707 (Rouder et al., 2009). BF10 expresses the probability of the data given H1 relative to H0 (i.e., BF10 > 1 is in favor of H1). BF10 > 3 can be considered as “some evidence,” BF10 > 10 as “strong evidence,” and BF10 > 30 as “very strong evidence” for H1, whereas BF10 <0.33 can be considered as “some evidence,” BF10 <0.1 as “strong evidence,” and BF10 <0.03 as “very strong evidence” for H0 (Jeffreys, 1961). No data were excluded. All data are available for download from https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.2540802.

**Results**

For each of the transformations, we found that performance was well above chance level (0.125) with all binomial tests p < 0.001 (with Bonferroni-corrected significance level p < 0.006) and BF10 > 30 (Figure 2B). Even when testing correct performance against responses to all other transformations combined, binomial tests for seven of eight transformations yielded p < 0.001 and BF10 > 30. Even for transformation class 8, in response to which participants made the most mistakes (see Figure 2B), the observed data were still roughly four times more likely in favor of the correct answer (p = 0.010, BF10 = 3.94).

To test for learning effects, we fitted a linear regression to the learning curve across trials (Figure 2C), yielding an intercept of 0.84 and a slope of 0.00, strongly suggesting no learning. When testing performance pooled across the first times each transformation was shown, we found evidence for accepting H0 (p = 0.600, BF10 = 0.13, i.e., some evidence tending toward strong evidence, based on only eight trials per participant). Together, these findings suggest performance at the mean level from the very first trial on.
Figure 2. Paradigm and results of Experiment 1. (A) Example trial. Participants were asked to choose from the eight surrounding match stimuli, which was created by the same generative process as the test stimulus in the center (red frame, indicating observers’ correct response). (B) Confusion matrix for the eight transformation classes across all participants; numbers denote proportion correct. (C) Learning curve. The blue line shows the mean performance of participants as a function of experimental trials. Note that performance is already at ceiling from the first trial on. The black solid line shows average performance across participants and trials; the black dotted line shows chance performance. Transparent areas denote standard errors of the mean.
Experiment 2 (two-dimensional shapes: 2-AFC and apparent motion tasks)

To test more specifically for the role of mid-level texture-like statistical features in the perception of generative processes, we created a new set of two-dimensional objects to pit them against Euclidean shape similarity—a prime source of object classification (e.g., Lowet, Firestone, & Scholl, 2018; Wilder, Feldman, & Singh, 2011). As a control, after asking participants to classify the stimuli, we used apparent motion to measure low-level perceptual shape similarity between stimuli. Specifically, we reasoned that when two objects are presented in series, the degree of apparent motion experienced should increase with the perceptual dissimilarity between the two objects. This allows us to verify that for perceptual processes other than the perception of shape transformations, Euclidean shape similarity—not statistical shape properties—drives similarity judgments.

Materials and methods

Participants

Fifteen students from the Justus-Liebig-University Giessen, Germany, with normal or corrected vision participated in the experiment for financial compensation; all other details were the same as in Experiment 1.

Stimuli

We used Adobe Illustrator Effect tools to design four different classes with eight transformed objects each; in addition, for each class, we made stimuli that were similar to the individual transformed objects in pixel-for-pixel terms but designed using a different Effect tool (“Euclidean matches”; 64 stimuli; for examples, see Figure 3A; all stimuli can be obtained from https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.2540802).

Procedure

Stimuli were presented on a white background on a Dell U2412M monitor at a resolution of 1,920 x 1,200 pixels, controlled by MATLAB using the Psychophysics Toolbox extension (Kleiner et al., 2007).

2-AFC task: On each trial, participants were presented simultaneously with one central test stimulus, drawn from one of the four transformation classes, and two comparison stimuli (Figure 3C). One comparison stimulus was always the Euclidean match, and the other was always another stimulus of the same transformation class (i.e., different overall shape but similar statistical features to the test stimulus). Participants were then asked to choose, by a left or right button press, the comparison stimulus that was subjected to the same transformation as the test stimulus (2-AFC task). Specifically, we generated a list of 32 nonsense verbs (e.g., “fumper,” “nattle,” “klompen”), and immediately above the test stimulus was the statement, “This object has been created by a process of Xing,” where “X” was a different nonsense verb on each trial. Underneath the two comparison stimuli was a text reading, “Which of these two objects has also been Xed?” where “X” was the same nonsense word as for the test stimulus. Stimuli were presented until response. Each participant responded to eight blocks with four trials using test stimuli from the four different transformation classes (8 x 4 trials). The order of blocks, and trials within blocks, as well as the mapping between stimuli and nonsense verbs, was randomized for each participant.

Apparent motion task: On each trial, participants were presented with a fixation point at the center of the screen. After 500 ms, two identical test stimuli appeared, one to the left and one to the right side of the fixation point (roughly 4° of visual angle away). After 400 ms, the test stimuli were replaced by two different comparison stimuli (Euclidean match and transformation match), which remained on the screen for 200 ms. Test and comparison stimuli were sorted together as in the 2-AFC task. Participants were asked to choose by a left or right button press whether they perceived more apparent motion for the left or the right stimulus sequence. Each participant responded to two blocks of 32 trials each (2 x 32 trials). The order of trials within blocks was randomized for each participant.

Analysis

We report conventional t test plus the Scaled JZS Bayes factor (BF10). No data were excluded. All data are available for download from https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.2540802.

Results

For the 2-AFC task, we found that responses were clearly biased toward transformation matches (Figure 3B). When testing average responses toward transformation matches versus responses toward Euclidean matches, we found significant and strong evidence for transformation matches in all cases (per transformation: all T[14] > 4.83, p < 0.001, where Bonferroni-corrected significance level requires p < 0.012, and BF10 > 30; across transformations: T[14] = 9.74, p < 0.001, BF10 > 30; Figure 3B).
For the apparent motion task, the pattern was reversed, with responses clearly biased toward Euclidean matches (per transformation: all $T[14] > 19.12$, $p < 0.001$, and $BF_{10} > 30$; across transformations: $T[14] = 34.21$, $p < 0.001$, $BF_{10} > 30$; Figure 3B).

For the 2-AFC task, we also evaluated the learning curve (Figure 3C): A fitted linear regression yielded an intercept of 0.89 and a slope of 0.00, strongly indicating no learning. When testing performance pooled across the first times each transformation was shown, we found evidence for accepting $H_0$ ($T[14] = 0.52$, $p = 0.613$, $BF_{10} = 0.30$, i.e., some evidence, based on only four trials per participant). This again suggests performance at the mean level from the very first trial on.
In addition to showing that different tasks either favor texture-like statistical features (2-AFC task) or Euclidean shape similarity (apparent motion task), we wanted to test whether participants could access both types of information at will. To do this, we asked two groups of participants to decide whether two stimuli were transformed by the same transformation or whether two stimuli overlapped substantially if they were superimposed on top of one another.

**Materials and methods**

**Participants**

Sixteen students participated in the classification task, eight of whom received the transformation instructions, whereas the others received the overlap instructions. All other details were the same as in Experiments 1 and 2.

**Stimuli**

Stimuli were the same as in Experiment 2.

**Procedure**

Stimuli were presented on a white background on a Dell U2412M monitor at a resolution of 1,920 × 1,200 pixels, controlled by MATLAB using the Psychophysics Toolbox extension (Kleiner et al., 2007). Classification task: Transformation instructions: On each trial, participants were presented simultaneously with one of the stimuli of the transformations classes and its corresponding Euclidean match. Participants made a binary judgment about whether the two stimuli were subjected to the same transformation or not. Stimuli were presented until response. Each participant responded to all 480 combinations (120 combinations per transformation class) with two repetitions (480 × 2 trials). The order of trials was randomized for each participant.

Classification task: Overlap instructions: The task was the same as above, except that participants were asked whether or not the two stimuli would overlap substantially if they were superimposed on top of one another.

**Analysis**

We report the $R^2$ from correlations between the predictions (Figure 3A) and our data (Figure 3B) plus the corresponding Scaled JZS Bayes factor ($BF_{10}$) with a default scale factor of 0.707 (Wetzels & Wagenmakers, 2012). No data were excluded. All data are available for download from https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.2540802.

**Results**

For the transformation instructions, responses were clearly biased toward the transformation relevant prediction, and for the overlap instructions, responses were clearly biased toward the Euclidean match relevant prediction (Figure 4). We correlated the similarity matrices—containing all 16 transformation stimuli and their Euclidean matches (yielding 136 comparisons) for each of the four transformation classes. For the transformation instructions, we found strong correlations with the transformation relevant prediction (all $r[135] > 0.96, R^2 > 0.93, p < 0.001$, and $BF_{10} > 30$; overall: $r[543] > 0.98, R^2 > 0.96, p < 0.001$, and $BF_{10} > 30$) and weak correlations with the Euclidean match relevant prediction (all $r[135] < 0.24, R^2 < 0.06, p < 0.006$, and $BF_{10} > 0.84$; overall: $r[543] < 0.21, R^2 < 0.05, p < 0.001$, and $BF_{10} > 30$; red dots in Figure 3C). For the overlap instructions, we found a strong correlation with the Euclidean match relevant prediction (all $r[135] > 0.98, R^2 > 0.94, p < 0.001$, and $BF_{10} > 30$; overall: $r[543] > 0.97, R^2 > 0.96, p < 0.001$, and $BF_{10} > 30$) and weak correlations with the transformation relevant prediction (all $r[135] < 0.28, R^2 < 0.08, p < 0.031$, and $BF_{10} > 0.69$; overall: $r[543] < 0.23, R^2 < 0.06, p < 0.001$, and $BF_{10} > 30$; green dots in Figure 3C).

**Discussion**

Whether two objects belong to the same or different categories is intimately related to the generative processes that brought them into being. We hypothesized that in many cases, shape-altering transformations leave highly distinctive statistical signatures in object shapes, which the visual system could exploit for categorizing novel objects. Our findings demonstrate that observers are indeed excellent at identifying objects that share common generative processes. In Experiment 1, participants performed far above chance at classifying unfamiliar three-dimensional objects based on the transformations that had been applied to them. They could do this from the very first trials on, indicating that they solve this task with complex novel shape feature space. This is in line with previous research on simple objects (e.g., Smith, Jones, Landau, Gershkoff-Stowe, & Samuelson, 2002), characters (Lake et al.,
2013) and words (Jern & Kemp, 2013; Kemp & Jern, 2009; Xu & Tenenbaum, 2007), demonstrating a general capability of humans to make categorizations based on single exemplars. It does not follow from our results that participants explicitly infer the generative processes that shaped the objects. Instead, we suggest that the participants’ ability to classify objects is a result of their ability to discriminate stimuli using the statistical shape features that are associated with different generative processes.

Experiment 2 demonstrated that sensitivity to the statistical signatures of transformations is distinct from Euclidean shape similarity. Identical stimuli yielded opposite response patterns across tasks: Although apparent motion was driven by the distances between local contour features across shapes, inferences about causality (2-AFC task) were based on texture-like statistical shape features. Experiment 3 revealed that participants can voluntarily separate and respond to these different aspects of the shape. When asked about generative processes, they grouped objects together based on statistical features; when asked about the extent of overlap, they grouped objects based on raw pixel similarities.

Together, these findings demonstrate that shape provides rich cues for categorizations via the statistical traces left in objects by processes in their past. The key insight is that the visual system represents object shape using a very large number of distinct perceptual features, which define a high-dimensional “shape space” (e.g., DiCarlo & Cox, 2007; Leeds, Pyles, & Tarr, 2014). We speculate that objects created by similar generative processes tend to lie much closer together in the shape space than objects created by different generative processes (Figure 5). Thus, the visual system could use a simple heuristic based on distances between items to determine whether two unfamiliar objects belong to the same class. The distance threshold for the same/different decision could be learnt from the distributions of items within familiar categories (i.e., a prior on the typical distances between items within categories).

In a similar vein, Jern and Kemp (2013) demonstrated, with simple arrow stimuli varying in length, color and saturation, that sampling from the observed probability distributions of object features over exemplars and categories enables the creation of new exemplars for these categories. Salakhutdinov, Tenenbaum, and Torralba (2012) proposed a hierarchical probabilistic model that transfers acquired knowledge from previously learned categories to a novel category. The model can to some extent infer novel classes from single category examples: priors derived from previous knowledge about “super categories” are used to estimate prototypes and features of the new class. We speculate that for richly structured shapes—like the ones we used—simple discriminative models in a high-dimensional shape space may be sufficient to account for putative “one-shot” learning.
Crucial to this approach, however, is the choice of features that define the perceptual shape space: Similar generative processes should lead to similar locations in shape space. However, similar generative processes do not necessarily create shapes that are similar to one another on a point-by-point basis. For example, the objects in Experiment 1 have multiple limbs with a variety of positions and curvatures, which do not line up with one another across different instances within each class. Nevertheless, the “twisting” transformation leads to distinctive spiral-shaped features on the limbs, which the visual system could use for identifying objects that have been subjected to the same transformation. We argue that at least some of the features that define shape space are the result of “mid-level” perceptual organization computations that describe relationships between multiple distant locations of the object (cf. Jozwik et al., 2016; van Assen, Barla, & Fleming, 2018). Thus, texture-like representations of statistical shape features likely play an important role in inferences related to causal history.

Previous studies can help us to figure out the details of this process. Op de Beeck, Torfs, and Wagemans (2008) measured perceived similarity for a set of objects in which they independently varied overall shape envelope (e.g., “square” and “vertical” objects) and local shape features (e.g., “spiky” and “smooth” objects). They found that participants judge similarity based on both factors; that is, they perceived objects as more similar if they shared either overall shape, local shape features, or both. Neural activation as measured by functional magnetic resonance imaging was correlated with these similarity ratings. Specifically, similarity in overall shape was linked to activation in retinotopic areas lower in the visual hierarchy (V1, V2, V3, V4v), whereas similarity in local shape features was linked to activation in nonretinotopic area lateral occipital cortex (LOC) higher in the visual hierarchy. This is also supported by work from Kubilius, Bracci, and Op de Beeck (2016) showing that deep computational models predict object similarities in human perception, with lower levels of the networks mainly representing similarities in overall shape and higher levels representing similarities in local shape features (Elder, 2018). These findings suggest that classification based on causal history is mediated by the analysis of local shape features in higher-level shape representations.

This is in line with a layered view of shape perception in which objects consist of multiple shape properties at varying degrees of abstraction (Green, 2015), for example, parallel representations of overall shape and local shape features, which are retrieved depending on the task at hand (as in our overlap vs. transformation instructions in Experiment 3) and potentially can be computed very fast (Epshtein, Lifshitz, & Ullman, 2008). This view provides a means to unify transformational and generative approaches to object categorization. Transformational approaches (e.g., Bedford & Mansson, 2010; Hahn, Chater, & Richardson, 2003; Hahn, Close, & Graf, 2009; Imai, 1977) argue that similarity judgments depend on transformational distance between objects (i.e., overall shape similarity).
Generative approaches (e.g., Kemp et al., 2005) emphasize inferences about common generative processes (i.e., similarity in statistical shape features). Our results show that there are multiple levels of shape representation that the visual system draws on depending on the task and available information.

Evidence from child development research suggests that the ability to access multiple levels of shape representation is available relatively early in life. When 4-year-old children were presented with one standard object of a particular overall shape and texture, they grouped a novel object based on shape rather than texture; however, when presented with two standard objects of different shapes but similar textures, they grouped a novel object based on texture rather than shape (Graham, Namy, Gentner, & Meagher, 2010). This selection of features is also affected by semantic cues: for example, 3-year-old children grouped objects based on superordinate characteristics (e.g., animals vs. food) when objects were labeled with nouns (e.g., “momos”), but they grouped objects based on subordinate characteristics (e.g., relying on color or texture; red grapes vs. green grapes) when objects were labeled with adjectives (e.g., “mom-ish” ones; Waxman, 1990).

To conclude, we found that observers can categorize complex novel objects by perceiving the signatures of generative processes, even from the very first experimental trials on. These findings also have implications for the perception of causal history and shape similarity judgments. Specifically, the underlying shape representations likely aid inferences about the causal history of objects (e.g., Leyton, 1989; Pinna, 2010; Pinna & Deiana, 2015; Spröte & Fleming, 2013), and objects that share features produced by the same generative process should appear more similar compared with other shapes (e.g., Ons & Wagemans, 2012; Op de Beeck et al., 2008). Finally, these visual processes could potentially facilitate other shape and material perception tasks, including (a) identifying the physical properties of objects (Paulun, Schmidt, van Assen, & Fleming, 2017; Schmidt, Paulun, van Assen, & Fleming, 2017; van Assen et al., 2018), (b) making predictions about what other members of the same category might look like (i.e., mental imagery of “plausible variants”), (c) motor affordances, and (d) predicting future states of moving and interacting objects.
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